Partnering for
resilience and growth
after Cyclone Pam:

The story of the
Tanna Tourism
Recovery Project

Damage to bungalows after the cyclone

INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

Tropical Cyclone Pam (TCP) struck Vanuatu over
13th-14th March, 2015, causing nationwide devastation
to homes, schools, health centres, airports and
businesses. The World Bank’s Post Disaster Needs
Assessment estimated total damage and loss at
around $600 million or 64% of Gross Domestic
Product (GDP).1 The damage was particularly severe
in Shefa and Tafea provinces. The overall economic
impact of TCP was significant, as real GDP contracted
by more than 2% before growth rebounded to 4%
in 2016 and 4.5% in 2017. This growth has been
largely driven by recovery in tourism and agricultural
production which account for approximately 40% of
GDP and one third of people in formal employment
in Vanuatu.

The Tanna Tourism Recovery Project (TTRP) was
developed by the DOT Tafea Office in response to
the devastating effects of TCP on the local tourism
industry on Tanna in 2015.4 Prior to TCP, the tourism
industry on Tanna had been growing, due largely
to the accessibility of the Yasur Volcano and an
increase in domestic flight services. However, the
majority of bookings and tourist flow on Tanna was
held by the four largest businesses (three expatriate
owned) with minimal numbers visiting local
bungalows, guesthouses and treehouses. Prior to
TCP in 2015 only one locally owned accommodation
business met the Vanuatu Tourism Operator
Minimum Standards (VTOMS) and there was
limited product development within local tours and
activities. There was no functioning centrally located
bookings or marketing hub and provincial-based
destination marketing support previously provided
by the local tourism association had stagnated.

The Vanuatu Skills Partnership (the Partnership)
coordinates and implements a range of demanddriven skills development activities through four
provincial Skills Centres, under the Ministry of
Education and Training, in Malampa, Sanma, Tafea
and Torba provinces. Funds from the Government
of Australia, managed through the National TCP
Recovery Program by the Department of Strategic
Sector Planning and Aid Coordination (DSSPAC),
enabled the Tafea Skills Centre, in collaboration
with the Department of Tourism (DOT), to provide a
range of support initiatives to locally owned tourism
businesses on Tanna in Tafea province from August
2016 to April 2019. This included skills training and
coaching, reconstruction and business upgrade
materials, and market access links.
Through this integrated approach, a number of
positive outcomes have already been identified
by tourism business owners and wider tourism
sector and provincial stakeholders. Highlighting
project outputs, challenges, perceived outcomes
as well as key strategies employed, this case
story provides key learning opportunities for the
Partnership, DOT as well as the wider Vanuatu and
Australian Governments that may inform effective
implementation of future locally-led, post-disaster
recovery investments.
Outcome Harvest methodology2 was used to elicit
the experiences of tourism business owners, Tafea
Provincial Government personnel, Tafea Skills
Centre staff and the wider tourism industry after
the devastating impacts of TCP. The outcomes and
findings presented in this case study are framed
around the three pillars: Society and Culture,
Environment and Economy, as outlined in Vanuatu’s
national guide to sustainable development, Vanuatu
2030: The People’s Plan.3
1 Australian Cyclone Pam Recovery Package Design Document, Department
of Foreign Affairs & Trade, January 2016
2 https://www.betterevaluation.org/en/plan/approach/ outcome_harvesting
3 Vanuatu 2030: The People’s Plan – National Sustainable Development Plan
2016-2030 Department of Strategic Policy, Planning and Aid Coordination
Republic of Vanuatu Port Vila, November 2016

4 The DOT Official Product Assessment Report in the weeks after TCP found
that the total estimated cost of physical damage to tourism businesses on
Tanna was VT 93,000,000.
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IMPLEMENTATION
The Tafea Skills Centre opened in June 2015,
operating in a former storage cupboard in the Tafea
Ministry of Education and Training office in Isangel,
and commenced initial skills activities in July with
a strong recovery focus. Prior to this, there was
no decentralised source of skills coordination and
delivery in the province. The initial recovery work
on Tanna through the Skills Centre was with the
local DOT and the Provincial Tourism Council’s Build
Local Build Strong According to Standards (BLBS)
training program that was implemented between
July and November 2015. The centrepiece of BLBS
was the building of a model bungalow as a full size
prototype of a traditional namaletan house, designed
and built out of local materials to resist cyclones and
other natural disasters, and adapted to meet the
accommodation needs and expectations of tourists.
Despite the success of BLBS in transferring a range
of skills and knowledge to participants, an obvious
gap was still present after the conclusion of training
activities. While tourism operators now had the skills
and understanding to rebuild according to standard
they did not possess the necessary resources or
capital to implement for their own businesses.
With the majority of forward bookings cancelled
due to the international media portrayal of the
TCP impacts, the DOT identified that a ‘whole
of business’ approach was needed to support
the recovery of the tourism industry on Tanna.
Thus the design of TTRP commenced in January
2016, through the support of the Vanuatu Skills
Partnership and additional funding from Australia’s
Governance for Growth program.

TTRP was approved in mid-2016 and implemented
as an integrated approach to support the local
tourism industry in two phases between August
2016 and April 2019. The first phase consisted of
three initiatives:
JJ

JJ

JJ

Initiative 1: Regular mentoring for 38
tourism businesses on Tanna to assist in
reconstruction and product development work
plans. This included workshops and onsite
coaching sessions by Industry Coaches
in a range of priority areas.
Initiative 2: Subsidisation of the costs of
re-construction and product upgrade materials
for 38 separate businesses (including roofing,
cement, solar panels, solar freezers and furniture)
to assist businesses to complete implementation
of their product development work plans.
Initiative 3: Set up and establishment of a
Tanna-based bookings, information and marketing
centre to assist tourism operators across Tafea
reach a wider potential market.

Business owners were expected to contribute
‘in-kind’ contributions to their projects in the form
of natural materials such as wood, bamboo, coral,
sand as well as local transport (if available) and all
unskilled labour. This helped motivate the business
owners from the start and supported their continued
commitment and ownership of the recovery project.
In Phase One, four business owners dropped out
of the project due to other commitments and an
inability to prepare their co-contributions.
Due to the successful implementation of the
project and the widely held perception of positive
results from the first phase, the Vanuatu Skills
Partnership supported the DOT in the preparation
of a second investment proposal which was
approved by the TCP Recovery Committee and the
Australian Government in August 2017. The second
phase of funding was successfully launched with
implementation commencing in October 2017 and
completion in April 2019.
Through this support, the Tanna Travel Centre was
established in 2017 in partnership with the Vanuatu
Tourism Office with support from Australian
Volunteers for International Development. Initial
set up included the renovations of the office
at the White Grass Airport, recruitment of a
Manager and design of the membership model
and sales platform. The Centre officially opened for
membership in October 2017 and then for bookings
and sales in March 2018.
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Namaletan house in construction
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Tanna Travel Centre opening in October 2018

TANNA TOURISM RECOVERY PROJECT TIMELINE
2015
March
TCP

2016
January – July
Project design and
consultation process

2017
February
4 bungalows drop out of
the project

April
New stand-alone Tafea Skills
Centre opens

April
8 businesses complete
projects and are launched

June – December
Build Local Build Strong
according to standard initiative

August
Phase 1 TTRP commences

October
Phase 2 commences

October
Initial 19 businesses selected
through a competitive
application process

Opening of Tanna Travel
Centre for members

2018
January
5 additional businesses complete
projects and are launched

2019
March
Phase 2 launches
8 tour operators,
18 bungalows and 1 restaurant
(including 9 bungalows from
Phase 1 which launched
second projects)

June
Tafea Skills Centre opens in
the Tafea Ministry of Education
and Training office in Isangel

Second phase businesses
selected through a competitive
and public application process:
10 tours, 1 restaurant, 27
accommodation businesses
March
Tanna Travel Centre open for
bookings
April
DOT VTOMS Audit Report
finds 17 TTRP accommodation
business clients meet VTOMS
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MANAGEMENT
AND GOVERNANCE
The TTRP was overseen
by a Steering Committee,
chaired by the Tafea Provincial
Government, which worked
with the implementation team
comprised of Tafea Skills Centre
and DOT Tafea staff. While
the procurement of materials
and travel centre set up was
managed through the national
DOT finance controller, a portion
of the funding was contracted
to the Vanuatu Skills Partnership
directly, through the Tafea Skills
Centre. This ensured responsive
support for the delivery of
skills training, and ease of
access to funding to support
ongoing program logistics. This
unique partnership enabled the
TTRP implementation team to
commence work, in line with
the approved work plan, using
the Vanuatu Skills Partnership’s
financial processes and
respond promptly and flexibly
to opportunities and risks. The
Vanuatu Skills Partnership then
invoiced the Government of
Vanuatu for TTRP work plan
related expenses at three points
during implementation.

PROJECT ACTIVITIES
What was done
Implemented over a
period of 2.5 years,
TTRP provided the phased
delivery of a suite of skills
development activities for
38 business owners
and their staff including:
6 targeted workshops
2 accredited trainings
29	coaching visits
(comprising 420 individual
coaching meetings)
Over the course of the TTRP,
38 local businesses received
support including:
34 active clients;
1 restaurant

5
Who we worked with
Of the 38 local
businesses engaged
in TTRP

28 projects completed
and launched
6 not launched
3 completed
after cut off
3 still uncomplete
4 suspended due
to inactivity
Owner gender breakdown
8 couples,
2 women, 28 men
85 participants
in skills activities
(28 women, 57 men)

10 tours & activities
23 	accommodation
businesses
4 	clients dropped out
(all accommodation
businesses)

2 people with disabilities
(1 woman and 1 man)

Solar power workshop

A public application process was used to select recipients of the TTRP
grants, and all but one application received by the TTRP Committee
was accepted. Despite this, some stakeholders interviewed for this
case study noted community and industry perceptions of bias in the
selection process. This negative consequence came about due to
the size and scale of the project, and the inability of TTRP to assist all
tourism businesses across Tafea province was seen as a challenge by
some members of the TTRP Committee.
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PROJECT FUNDING
Budget
The project funding was provided by the
Australian Government through the TCP Recovery
Program and was managed by the Ministry of
Tourism, Trade, Industry and Ni-Vanuatu Business.
Thirty percent (15,656,000VT ) of the overall budget
was sub-contracted out to the Vanuatu Skills
Partnership to support program management and
logistics as well as skills development.

Expenditure
90% of the project budget had been spent as
at April 2019. There are some areas where the
expenditure was higher than the budget set:
JJ

Total Budget
Project Management & Logistics
Costs

7,475,975

Initiative 1 business recovery skills
& training

6,975,950

Initiative 2 material subsidisation

30,710,600

Initiative 3 market access- travel
centre support

6,750,000

Total TTRP Project

51,912,525

The Project Management and Logistics inputs
included engagement of one Logistics Officer for 20
weeks over 6 months from October 2016-April 2018
and one Project Coordinator for 9 months full time
November 2017- August 2018.

JJ

JJ

JJ

JJ

JJ

DOT – a percentage of the time of the two
staff members and the DOT truck to support
project implementation.

JJ

JJ

Tafea Skills Centre – a percentage of the time
of the three staff members and the use of
resources to support the delivery of skills activities
and material delivery, and office space, office
equipment and a truck.
Vanuatu Skills Partnership ‘Skills for Tourism’ Port
Vila team – a percentage of the time for the one
staff member and adviser to support ongoing
activities as part of TTRP.
TTRP Committee – time to meet for one day every
two months to support project management.
Vanuatu Skills Partnership Support Contractor
staffing time and resources to facilitate the
development of invoices for the Government
of Vanuatu to refund skills activity and project
management costs.

Materials ready for distribution

Initiative 2 Skills Development, due to increased
demand for key skills support including reconstruction support, financial coaching for the
travel centre as well as the additional logistics and
transport costs associated with these activities that
the TTRP implementation team flagged early on.

The areas where the amount spent was slightly less
than the budget allocated are:

Additional in-kind contributions that have not
been costed include:
JJ

Project Management due to the high costs of
logistics on Tanna post TCP. Given the demand
and interest of many recovery projects and
initiatives on Tanna labor costs increased by
30% and transport also increased, despite a
remarkable improvement in the quality of the
main roads during this time.

JJ

Reconstruction materials (20%) – due to the
discounts provided by material suppliers as well
as the delay in the procurement of signage for
the businesses during the project as originally
anticipated. The time and effort needed to access
funding through the Government of Vanuatu’s
finance system also inhibited timely and flexible
purchases which meant often owners simply
purchased their own smaller items rather than
hold up progress.
Support towards the establishment of the Tanna
Travel Centre totalled 6,547,221VT. This included
2,240,197 (34% of the total) for the engagement
of the Manager. The majority of funding (66%)
was spent on renovations of the office space at
White Grass airport, procurement of furniture, set
up of the website and initial marketing collateral.
Travel Centre support – a slight underspend due
to the Centre’s success in paying for its own
monthly operational expenses as well as the time
and effort needed to access funding through the
Government of Vanuatu finance system.

TTRP Budget Over/Under Spend %
Program
management
& logitics

4%

Initiative 1

16%

Initiative 2

-20%

Initiative 3

-4%

In April 2019 the TTRP Committee agreed to use
the remaining funds to provide signage to clients
through the ongoing DOT work plan and to support
an additional year of salary for the Travel Centre
Manager to give more time to grow the wholesalers,
sales and membership.
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OUTCOMES
The inputs provided by TTRP have supported positive results in the overall recovery of business clients
and the wider tourism industry on Tanna. Efforts to support the tourism sector to recover on Tanna have
contributed towards the overall goals of the National Sustainable Development Plan as well as the wider
TCP Recovery Program objectives which aim to contribute to ‘stronger economic growth and social
development in areas affected by Tropical Cyclone Pam through two end-of program outcomes:
JJ

women, men, boys and girls have access to restored and more resilient services and infrastructure

JJ

women and men have more resilient livelihood opportunities

The TTRP specific results have been linked with the Intermediate Outcomes of the Vanuatu
Skills Partnership.
IO-3
Flexible delivery
Increased flexible delivery of skills
development activities through the
provision of on-site skills development
activities in East, Central, South and
North West Tanna delivered ‘on-the-job’
at local businesses.

IO-5
Representation of women
and people with disabilities
Increased representation of women, people
with disabilities and their interests in the
skills system through the participation of
28 women and two people, one man and
one woman, with disabilities in Tanna who
previously had not accessed skills training.

IO-7,8,9
Improvements in the business
and employment opportunities
Improvements in the business and
employment opportunities of the 38
business clients and their employees,
through skills development and
business support inputs leading to
increased income and sustainable
growth in tourist numbers.

IO-10
Improved market access
Improved market access through
the development of the provincially
located bookings and information
centre providing tourism operators
with links to international markets via a
range of platforms including website,
social media, wholesaler links and
representation at trade shows.

Completed reconstruction at Iwaru bungalow
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ECONOMIC CHANGE
INCREASED QUALITY OF
BUSINESSES AND SERVICES
Over 71% of businesses engaged in the project
have completed renovations and rebuilding,
incorporating unique local style and natural
materials into their businesses design and
construction. The improvement in quality standards
is validated by many stakeholders, who noted
that the skills and training provided by the project
supported improved customer services,
hygiene, and a general understanding of the
tourism industry and visitor expectations.
The previous Centre Manager of the Tafea Skills
Centre, now Secretary General of Tafea Province,
noted that TTRP provided local business operators
a chance to recover and rebuild their industry
within a stable and nurturing operating environment
without the threat of external competition.
“If there had been no TTRP and no improved
quality service offered by local operators then
there would have been increased pressure
on the Provincial Government Council by
interested outside investors.”
Joe Iautim, Secretary General, Tafea Province
The progress in the quality of local accommodation
businesses is demonstrated by the increase in the
number of those meetings VTOMS:
JJ
JJ

2016 10 operators – 6 TTRP active participants
2018 33 operators – 17 TTRP active participants

Tourist learning local cooking techniques

INCREASED VISITOR NUMBERS AND INCOME
TTRP clients have reported increases in the volume
of visitors and income earned since completing
their recovery projects. This is in line with the wider
evidence of increased international visitor arrivals to
Tafea province of which Tanna island receives more
than 90%.

Additional effort and support from the DOT and
the Tafea Skills Centre is currently being provided
to help those businesses not yet at standard to
meet VTOMS and become ‘market ready’ for sale
to international visitors.
International Visitor Arrivals to Tafea Province 2014 (May), 2015 and 2018
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Increased income, growth and employment
Operating since 2010, Iwaru Bungalows
suffered extensive damage during TCP.
Through TTRP, the owners accessed skills
training and materials to support their
reconstruction. This included the refurbishments
of two bungalows and the kitchen/dining room.
Since completing their projects, the owners
report an increase in volume of visitors and
income, and note that the business profit made
in 2019 is significantly more than prior to the
cyclone. Due to the increase in business activity,
the owners have employed additional salaried
staff. Currently, six men and a woman with a
hearing and speech impairment work in
the business.

Evidence of recovery more broadly within the Tanna
economy can be found in the increase in vehicle
sales and new trucks arriving from Port Vila, many
with signage and branding for tourism businesses
already painted on the side. Additional evidence
was noted in wider TCP Recovery reports5 that
can be partially attributed to the increase in income
within the tourism sector. These include recent
increases in small loan applications, bank deposits
and withdrawal rates. Additional signs of economic
recovery and growth include new petrol stations and
a new bank, the Bank of South Pacific, opening its
first branch on Tanna.

ENHANCED MARKET ACCESS
Tanna Travel Centre has provided an avenue for local
tourism businesses to access international markets.
In May 2019 the Centre had 51 tourism business
members consisting of 36 accommodations and
15 tours and activities. 65% of active TTRP
clients (16 Bungalows and 6 Tours) have paid their
membership and their products and services are
currently being sold and promoted by the Centre
along with other tourism operators from across
Tanna and Tafea province. Financial data6 obtained
from the Centre shows an increase in sales and
income from April-May 2019 due to the school
holiday period in the two core market locations of
Australia and New Caledonia. There was an obvious
decrease in sales in March which can be attributed
to cyclone season. The Centre Manager has
indicated forward bookings and sales for the 2019
high season are steady and will extend into the 2020
high season.

Tanna Travel Centre Income, Profit and Supplier payments January-May 2019
VT 700 000
VT 600 000
VT 500 000
VT 400 000
VT 300 000
VT 200 000
VT 100 000
VT 0
VT -100 000

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Total sales
Supplier income
Centre profit

5 Background and Assessment of Tropical Cyclone Pam Recovery Program
Benefits on Tanna, Strategic Development Group, March 2018 & Tropical
Cyclone Pam Recovery Program Independent Evaluation, Department of
Foreign Affairs & Trade, June 2018
6 Data is available for Tanna Travel Centre income and sales from
January to May 2019
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Tour sales make up the bulk of the Travel Centre
income, with member income and profit at more
than 50%. This is in line with the customer
trends that most tourists arrive on Tanna with
accommodation already booked (not using the Travel
Centre), and the visitors then use the Travel Centre
to plan and book their activities and tours. The sale
of local handicrafts at the Centre also contributes to
the profit (30.5%).

There have ‘however’ been concerns from local
business owners around the perceived lack of
bookings coming through the Travel Centre. Some
members have highlighted frustrations of paying
for membership without immediate results. This
is linked to the expectations and assumptions of
some operators regarding the impact and ability
of the local bookings centre to increase volume
and visitor interest in Tanna as an international
destination. As more and more communities and
families invest in the tourist industry on Tanna, the
increase in the number of quality tourist businesses
has not been matched by the same growth and
distribution in tourist numbers. This has meant the
growth of individual businesses is not meeting the
expectations of some operators.
% of Total Centre Profit
Tours & Activites

56.0%

Shop Sales

33.5%
		

Wild cane beachfront bungalow

While income has grown rapidly in recent months
the Centre is not yet sustainable as it does not make
enough profit to cover the monthly salary and VNPF
of the Manager (about 100,000VT per month).
TTRP Committee is working to cover the salary of
the Manager for an additional year to allow time for
the business model to develop further.

Accommodation

30.5%
		

Iwea Hot Springs Tour promotes the traditional practice of cooking food in the hot springs of Port Resolution
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INDIRECT ECONOMIC BENEFITS
A range of indirect economic benefits from
the delivery and results of the TTRP has also
been identified. The active decision by the
TTRP Committee to purchase 3.5MVT worth of
construction materials (15% of the total) from local
suppliers and communities ensured that income
was shared within the communities recovering
from TCP. This included bamboo, block makers
and wooden furniture from Tanna and natangura
thatch from Malekula communities. In addition,
the project committee decided not to purchase a
project vehicle, and instead engaged local transport
providers to support deliveries of materials to
clients where possible. Local labour was also
engaged from community youth groups to
support material deliveries.
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Natangura thatch from Malekula ready for distribution on Tanna

Since the establishment of the Tanna Travel Centre economic benefits have also been found in
complementary sectors such as handicrafts, as local producers supply art and souvenirs to the Centre for
on-sale to visitors. Between January-May 2018 VUV 274,921 of income has been shared between local
handicraft and agribusiness producers on Tanna.

Local handicrafts for sale on Tanna
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SOCIAL AND CULTURAL CHANGE
Community and cultural revitalisation
An increased focus on tours and activities through
TTRP has led business owners and communities to
refocus on their social and cultural assets including
the revitalisation of traditional skills, songs, stories
and ceremonies.
Opportunities for communities and kastom
Ikunala Custom Tour was started in 2018,
three years after the cyclone and was supported
to develop its product and services through
TTRP including the construction of a water tank
and bathroom amenities for visitors on site.
Since commencing operations in 2018 the tour
has seen over 100 bookings and provides an
income to 17 community members including:
JJ
JJ

Inclusive and accessible tourism
Social inclusion was emphasised throughout the
implementation of TTRP including in the design
of accessible tourism projects and the purposeful
inclusion of women and people with disabilities in
skills activities and general business practices.
2 business clients identified 4 employees with
disabilities (3 men and 1 woman) with 2 of these
employees, one man and one woman, participating
in skills development activities.
Of the 23 accommodation businesses, two (8.6%)
ensured that ramps and accessible infrastructure
were built into their reconstruction projects.

10 women
7 men including 2 men with disabilities

The tour, which operates part time, is a way
for community members to complement their
income from vegetable farming and handicraft
production while revitalising their culture
and sharing stories and dances with the
younger generation.
“The support through skills development
activities such as trainings has positively
impacted on households and communities
and people start to look at things differently.”
Tour Manager, Ikunala Custom Tour
Personal change
Both Vanuatu Skills Partnership and DOT staff
involved in TTRP implementation identified positive
change in themselves, which includes better
understanding of program management and social
inclusion, and increased motivation to fulfil their own
professional roles. This also includes more effective
time management, planning and coordination skills
and generally being more inclusive to all members of
the community in work delivery.
“The project has helped me gain confidence in
project management. It has also helped me to
build a social network with clients.”
Manager DOT Tafea

Opening of Tommy Tanna’s first accessible bungalow

Accessible Tourism in practice
Through TTRP the owners of White Beach
Bungalows renovated two damaged beachfront
bungalows to be accessible for visitors with
mobility impairments. This included adding two
ramps to the front decks and increasing space
inside the bedrooms and bathrooms. Visitor
numbers and income at White Beach have
increased dramatically in the years since TCP,
including visitors with mobility impairments.
In 2019 White Beach Bungalows hosted
performers from Rainbow Theatre, a group
of actors who focus production messaging
on disability inclusion and advocacy.
The employees at White Beach said that this
was their first experience of having a large group
with disabilities, including several guests in
wheelchairs. The staff and owner of White Beach
are proud to be one of the few operators known
as advocates for Accessible Tourism and hope to
have more guests with mobility issues
or impairments in the future.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE AND RESILIENCE
Building back better
Traditional building techniques and cyclone proofing
designs were incorporated into skills development
activities. A focus on rainwater collection and
renewable energy was integrated into project
activities and plans, and the use of local materials
and traditional forms of architecture was also applied
by several businesses who used traditional strapping
techniques as well as more modern methods.
One business rebuilt his bungalow using the
traditional Tanna design of the namaletan or
cyclone-proof house.
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Adaptation and Learning
The project attempted to adapt and learn throughout
implementation, including about the kinds of
material provided to clients. When the ladder and
decking provided to a tour was washed away due
to high seas generated from a cyclone in 2018,
the project replaced the ladder and deck using
maritime-standard steel and bolts to ensure it would
withstand higher tides and swell in the future.

Namaletan style bungalow at Rocky Ridge
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KEY CONTRIBUTORS TO THE RESULTS ACHIEVED
The key people and groups that drove TTRP
and supported positive change include:
Business Clients – Tanna Tourism
Industry Members
Members of the Tanna tourism industry provided
commitment to complete their individual projects
while balancing this workload with hosting guests,
alternative income generation activities and meeting
community commitments. The co-contribution
requirements ensured that clients also provided
tangible materials and used their own time and
money to arrange procurement and pick up
of these natural materials.
Tanna Travel Centre Manager
and Australian Volunteers
The energy and motivation of the Tanna
Travel Centre Manager was essential to build the
centre from scratch. The Manager was supported
by two Australian Volunteers for International
Development who worked across the Centre to
strengthen its membership, operations, sales and
marketing processes.

Department of Tourism Tanna
The officers of DOT Tanna showed a great deal of
support for and ownership of the overall project
management of TTRP throughout implementation.
The Product Development Officer in particular went
above and beyond in his personal commitment to
supporting the implementation of the project and
ensuring risks were mitigated in a culturally
sensitive and contextually appropriate way.
In addition, the only DOT vehicle on Tanna was
used throughout the consultation process and
early stages of implementation contributing
to its damage beyond repair in 2017.
TTRP Steering Committee
Steering Committee members including
representatives from the Tafea Provincial
Government, DSSPAC, and DFAT Recovery
Program contributed one day every two-three
months to attend a committee meeting as well
as site visits and client launches. The high level
oversight from Port Vila-based committee members
and their networks helped in obtaining Phase 2
project funding.

The Tafea Skills Centre with
the Vanuatu Skills Partnership
The Tafea Skills Centre showed strong commitment,
engagement and pride towards TTRP. The Centre
Manager, Provincial Training Coordinator and
Finance and Administration Office all spent much
of their own time personally, using their own
strong networks, to support clients to complete
their projects as well as the Tanna Travel Centre.
Vanuatu Skills Partnership staff based in Port Vila
also supported the effective implementation of
TTRP through support for material procurement,
liaising with suppliers in Port Vila and ongoing
communications with DOT national level. In addition,
the Vanuatu Skills Partnership Support Contractor
facilitated accurate records and the generation of
invoices to allow the Government of Vanuatu to
reimburse the Partnership for expenses relating to
program management and Initiative 1.
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KEY STRATEGIES USED

KEY LESSONS

The key strategies employed to achieve these
positive outcomes for tourism businesses and the
wider tourism sector include:

“The recovery program also strengthened the
working relationships between stakeholders
such as the Provincial Government Council,
Department of Tourism, and Vanuatu Skills
Partnership and slowly with the Department
of Industry.” Martin David, Manager, DOT Tafea

JJ

JJ

JJ

JJ

JJ

JJ

JJ

JJ

JJ

Strategic planning and coordination at the
national and provincial levels within both DOT
and the Vanuatu Skills Partnership;
Integrated approach of flexible skills development
(accredited training, workshops and on-site
coaching) with material procurement and market
access to support a ‘whole of business’ approach;
Social inclusion with a focus on accessible and
inclusive tourism developments and participation
and benefit by people with disabilities and women
mainstreamed across all components;
Flexible financing and project implementation
through a unique partnership agreement
between the Vanuatu Skills Partnership and
Government of Vanuatu;
Use of the DOT’s own quality standards, VTOMS,
as the benchmark of quality and progress within
tourism businesses;
Co-contribution arrangement from clients ensured
buy-in and ownership of projects;

Enablers
Local leadership throughout the design and
implementation of TTRP through the Steering
Committee combined with national oversight from
DSSPAC and DFAT;
JJ

JJ

JJ

JJ

JJ

JJ

Access to market links boosted from provincial to
national level through use of the same website
platform and automatic information update links
between the two websites;
The promotion of renewable energy, local
materials and traditional cyclone techniques to
support climate change adaptation and resilience;
Active choice to support local businesses through
the procurement of transport services and natural
materials from local communities rather than
larger suppliers based in Port Vila.

Local community and industry participation and
ownership throughout implementation;
Co-contribution from private sector to support
ownership and buy-in;
Local leadership and strong management of
project delivery by the DOT and Tafea Skills
Centre;
Motivated and passionate staff and stakeholders
willing to use their relationships and networks with
local and national stakeholders;
The reputation of the Vanuatu Skills Partnership as
a core government partner that achieves results
and the trust in its personnel led to the unique
funding partnership agreement between DOT and
the Partnership which allowed TTRP to quickly
access finance which allowed it to respond to
risks and opportunities.

Barriers & Challenges
Recruiting personnel with the necessary skill sets
based on Tanna;

JJ

JJ

JJ

JJ

JJ

JJ

JJ

Expectations of immediate outcomes from the
Travel Centre;
Some perceptions of bias in the selection of
businesses disrupted some relationships and
commitment;
Staff and personnel capacity, resourcing and
support in light of additional workloads and
pressures on ‘business as usual’;
High pricing on Tanna post-cyclone due to
supply challenges, buyer competition and
monopoly of suppliers;
Long and detailed Government finance processes
are time-consuming and do not support responsive
and adaptive project delivery ;
Obtaining the correct specifications for plumbing
materials is difficult.
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The significance and implications for the
Vanuatu Skills Partnership and Partners
This locally-led, integrated approach to long term
economic recovery holds many implications and
opportunities for the Partnership and Partners:
JJ

JJ

JJ

JJ

JJ

JJ

The integrated approach to ‘whole of business’
support, provided through the combination of skills
development, construction materials and market
access, is a successful model to support the long
term recovery of local businesses post disaster;
Local ownership is important but it must be
supported with national oversight. There is value
in locally based project steering committees
within recovery projects as long as communication
and coordination mechanisms are in place with
national partners and are used effectively;
Flexible and faster funding mechanisms are useful
and support more adaptive project delivery during
recovery projects;

Data collection & analysis
Drawing on outcome harvest and most
significant change methodology, data sources
for this case story included:
JJ

JJ

JJ
JJ

JJ

JJ

Vanuatu Skills Partnership Coach
and Trainer Reports
The independent evaluation of the TCP
Recovery Program
TTRP Phase 1 DVD
Available Travel Centre bookings and
financial data
Tafea Skills Centre business client
files and prosperity data
Interviews with key stakeholders

The analysis of this qualitative data and
quantitative data provided the basis for the
findings presented in this case story.

Using established organisations and Government
Departments with existing networks and
relationships is an effective way to deliver and
implement recovery projects in provincial Vanuatu;
When working with existing organisations,
adequate additional staff and resources must be
allocated to support the additional extra workloads
in the short and longer term to achieve results and
manage and minimise risks;
It takes time to achieve sustainable results,
particularly when working with locally owned
businesses, which means that funding and
support beyond the wider recovery program
timeframe are likely to be needed to ensure
results are sustainable and market access
business models are embedded and successful
long term.
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